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People focus on some of the important factors when they buy new cars from India. The one most
common factor that is considered by a lot of people is mileage of the car and according to experts
the sale of cars in India that has better mileage are demanded more. There are a lot of other factors
that people consider before buying a car in India and they often compare cars of different brands
with each other.

The Indian car comparison may seem to be easy but it is such a task that can confuse you and this
is mainly because of the reason that lot of famous companies of the world have started considering
India as the best market and they have launched lots of cars in Indian with features that are superb.

Which cars are preferred by people in India

New car sales in India depend upon several factors among which mileage is at the top and in
addition to this the cars that are on petrol have shown a downfall in their demands and this is
because of the rapid increase in the price of the petrol in Indian in some of the past years. People
often consider the maintenance of the car and new car sales in India depends upon this factor as
well. The car that needs lesser maintenance then other is having more demands in India. In addition
to this some other factors are

â€¢Easy availability of spare parts or accessories- The cars whose accessories or spare parts are
easily available is most of the time focused by the people.

â€¢Booking factor- This is something that is also focused by Indians while buying a car. Sometime
what happen is that a company is not able to make a car available immediately when a customer
demands and they need a longer period of time to get it. This is something that is quite common in
Indian and when this happens people go for other brands rather than going for such brands.

In addition to this other factors that are considered by the people are price of cars, its features. The
brand is also something that is highly focused by Indians when they compare cars.
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